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1.  We are1.  We are trichromatstrichromats-- we like to see in three we like to see in three 
colorscolors

Bicolor techniqueBicolor technique-- creating 3 channels from 2 channelscreating 3 channels from 2 channels

2.  Could simply use 3 “real” channels, but long 2.  Could simply use 3 “real” channels, but long 
duration of narrowband exposures sometimes duration of narrowband exposures sometimes 
makes this difficultmakes this difficult

3.  Expense of narrowband filters3.  Expense of narrowband filters



How do you make a synthetic green channel? How do you make a synthetic green channel? 
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Create aCreate a bilayerbilayer, with blue on top, and red on bottom , with blue on top, and red on bottom 

RedRed



BlueBlue



Assign top layer to “Multiply” modeAssign top layer to “Multiply” mode

Synthetic GreenSynthetic Green



Synthetic GreenSynthetic Green

Synthetic GreenSynthetic Green

GreenGreen



Let’s process an image!Let’s process an image!



2.  Mode should be RGB (not grayscale)2.  Mode should be RGB (not grayscale)

Bicolor Technique:  Key PointsBicolor Technique:  Key Points

1.  Ha on bottom, OIII on top, and synthetic green in between1.  Ha on bottom, OIII on top, and synthetic green in between

3.  Colorize with clipping mask (hue/saturation layer)3.  Colorize with clipping mask (hue/saturation layer)-- be be 
sure to click “colorize” box, and to assign the target layer to sure to click “colorize” box, and to assign the target layer to 
“screen” mode.  Red = 360; Green = 120; Blue = 240“screen” mode.  Red = 360; Green = 120; Blue = 240

4.  Examine the histogram4.  Examine the histogram-- correct highlight clippingcorrect highlight clipping

5.  Use “Levels” layer to adjust black point and midrange5.  Use “Levels” layer to adjust black point and midrange

6.  Use “Selective Color” layer to adjust red, magenta, and 6.  Use “Selective Color” layer to adjust red, magenta, and 
blue as neededblue as needed



arxivarxiv.org/.org/pdfpdf/astro/astro--ph/0412138ph/0412138

http://www.starrywonders.com/bicolortechniquenew.html

Travis Rector articleTravis Rector article

Steve Cannistra bicolor techniqueSteve Cannistra bicolor technique

Sky and Telescope, December 2006, p121-124 
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Thank you!Thank you!
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